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SPELLIT is an educational game dedicated to helping dyslexic
children.

Knowing that the most efficient way to teach a child is by
interacting while playing, our game contains a box and a set of
cards giving the child full control of the process. the child passes
the card above a RFID reader, the speaker reads the content of
the card and then asks the child to repeat it. The microphone will
record what he said and the game will save it in its memory .
Eventually, the parents will listen to the recordings and oversee
the child's progress.

Our curriculum is based on specific exercises elaborated by
specialists in this field.

Based on a precise commercialization Strategy, we will target the
specialized dyslexia centers after they indicated their enormous
interest in our project and the positive feedback which they
conveyed to the parents.

SPELLIT (LEXI)

How can we help
children get through
dyslexia ?

Learn more about this project on edgeryders.eu: https://edgeryders.eu/t/spellit/12548]

https://edgeryders.eu/t/spellit/12548


SPELLIT

when I first stepped into the Edgeryders community, my
idea was blurry and the customer segment wasn’t defined
yet .
After every Lab meeting I felt that the project was
becoming clearer than before.Each course that I attended
took me one step closer to finalizing my project through
the elaboration of my project’s lean canvas and by the
acquisition of essential tools .The offline tasks helped me
develop my research skills and opened my eyes to a lot of
opportunities related to my project.

Sahar Mahri Tunisia Tunsia @sahar_mahri_50
Ikdem Mbarek Tunisia Tunisia @ikdem_ben_mbarek_82

This engagement helped the
project by clarifying the path I
should follow and by
facilitationg the elaboration of
my work strategy.



Facebook: OCI Lab 
Email: open.cilab@gmail.com

ocilab@edgeryders.eu

Website: openvillage.edgeryders.eu

Address: 75 Rue Pierre Decoster, Brussels, Belgium 1190

STAY IN TOUCH!
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